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Evaluating Sketchiness as a Visual Variable

for the Depiction of Qualitative Uncertainty

Nadia Boukhelifa, Anastasia Bezerianos, Tobias Isenberg, Member, IEEE, and Jean-Daniel Fekete, Member, IEEE

Abstract—We report on results of a series of user studies on the perception of four visual variables that are commonly used in the
literature to depict uncertainty. To the best of our knowledge, we provide the first formal evaluation of the use of these variables to facil-
itate an easier reading of uncertainty in visualizations that rely on line graphical primitives. In addition to blur, dashing and grayscale,
we investigate the use of ‘sketchiness’ as a visual variable because it conveys visual impreciseness that may be associated with data
quality. Inspired by work in non-photorealistic rendering and by the features of hand-drawn lines, we generate line trajectories that
resemble hand-drawn strokes of various levels of proficiency—ranging from child to adult strokes—where the amount of perturbations
in the line corresponds to the level of uncertainty in the data. Our results show that sketchiness is a viable alternative for the visu-
alization of uncertainty in lines and is as intuitive as blur; although people subjectively prefer dashing style over blur, grayscale and
sketchiness. We discuss advantages and limitations of each technique and conclude with design considerations on how to deploy
these visual variables to effectively depict various levels of uncertainty for line marks.

Index Terms—Uncertainty visualization, qualitative evaluation, quantitative evaluation, perception.

1 INTRODUCTION

Information visualization can show not only what we know about the
data but also the degree of our confidence in that data. This confidence
could be considered as yet another data dimension. However, informa-
tion on data quality in general—if at all available—rarely comes in
numerical format. Qualitative measures of uncertainty are far more
common and often come as ordinal meta-data. For instance, a utility
company holds a positional confidence attribute for their assets where
uncertainty is mapped to five categorical values from least certain to
more certain: schematic, assumed, indicative, third party survey, and
internal survey [8]. Such ordinal data can be visualized using Bertin’s
[4] retinal variables texture, value, or size. When visualizing uncer-
tainty, however, a number of visual variables are considered more ‘in-
tuitive’ for this domain; examples include blur, sharpness of focus,
and color saturation. These variables may bear direct perceptual re-
semblance to what the uncertainty indicates and, thus, may provide an
easier reading of uncertainty [11, 31, 45]. However, to our knowledge,
no formal studies are reported to back up these observations.

In this paper, we investigate sketchiness as a visual variable to depict
uncertainty information in line marks such as for graphs, hierarchies
and route maps. The design of these sketchy lines is inspired by the
field of Non-Photorealistic Rendering (NPR) and by our own observa-
tions from analyzing child and adult hand drawings. Our analogy is
that the ‘cleanness’ of the hand-drawn lines corresponds to the quality
of the data. We hypothesize that sketchiness is a good metaphor for
the qualitative visualization of uncertainty information.

Our contribution is two-fold: (1) we provide an empirically-based
method to generate line trajectories that resemble hand-drawn strokes
of various levels of proficiency—ranging from child to adult strokes—
where the amount of deviations in the line corresponds to the level
of uncertainty in the data; (2) we present a qualitative and quanti-
tative evaluation of four uncertainty visualization techniques using
blur, dashing, grayscale, and sketchiness. In particular, we attempt
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to answer the following questions: (a) can people intuitively associate
sketchiness to uncertainty, (b) is sketchiness as effective for depicting
uncertain information as the other visualization techniques, and (c)
which method do people subjectively prefer.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. After discussing
previous work, we first present our model for generating sketchy lines,
and then present a series of studies that answer our questions on intu-
itiveness, accuracy of reading uncertain visualizations, and subjective
viewer preference in regards to the different uncertainty visualizations.

2 RELATED WORK

The previous work that relates to our own can generally be thought of
as threefold: (a) work in non-photorealistic rendering that studies the
generation of primitives that appear sketchy or hand-drawn as well as
their applications, (b) methods to depict uncertainty data, and (c) user
studies that examine how people perceive and interpret uncertain data
depictions. We discuss each of these three fields in turn.

2.1 Sketchy Lines in Non-Photorealistic Rendering

The field of non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) [21, 48] has been in-
spired by the many ways of traditional depiction that humans have
employed over the last decades, centuries, and millennia. As such,
computer-generated line drawings have been among the first goals for
NPR. Early-on, for example, loose and sketchy line rendering and an-
imation [14] have been simulated. Researchers have also developed
ways to represent lines such that the line path can be separated from
the (sketchy) line perturbation [16, 41]. These line models can, in turn,
be applied to line renderers (e. g., [46, 53]) to generate images that
resemble—to varying degrees—traditional hand-drawn ones. More
recently, NPR line models have been extended to be more example-
based, e. g., by taking the human arm movement into account in their
generation [3]—a goal that we share for generating our sketchy lines.

In addition to reproducing a generic hand-drawn look, sketchy non-
photorealistic rendering has also specifically been employed to portray
uncertainty. For example, Strothotte et al. [45] used a general level
of sketchiness to indicate a general notion of uncertainly in the do-
main of archeology visualization. They also describe examples that
continuously change the line thickness/line saturation or the degree of
perturbation in order to visualize continuously changing degrees of un-
certainty. In the same domain, Potter et al. [38] perturb the vertices
of a line-based rendering style to control the degree of sketchiness of
the depiction, which in turn is used to visually express the level of con-
fidence in a reconstruction. A similar notion of general sketchiness
to indicate uncertainty was used by Nienhaus and Döllner [34] for the



visualization of 3D shape concepts in CAD—supported by earlier find-
ings of Schumann et al. [42]. Instead of these rather implicit notions of
uncertainty visualization we are interested in a more precise analysis
of how line sketchiness can be employed for qualitatively depicting a
number of different levels of uncertainty, and thus in how sketchiness
can be used intentionally as a dedicated visual variable.

2.2 Visual Variables to Depict Uncertainty

Many visual variables have been proposed for the depiction of uncer-
tainty including Bertin’s [4] retinal variables position, size, and value.
To help visualization designers choose a technique from a myriad of
possibilities, various taxonomies were proposed [32, 36, 49]. Our aim
here is not to replicate these efforts but to provide an overview of
widely used methods that are applicable to line primitives. We group
these methods into three main categories: (1) color-based techniques
that manipulate hue, saturation, or brightness dimensions; (2) focus-
based techniques that modify contour crispness, transparency, or res-
olution; and (3) geometry-based techniques that distort line marks by
applying a rendering style as in sketchiness.

Color is repeatedly used to depict uncertainty in information visual-
ization [1, 15, 48]. Since color scales are readily available in today’s
graphical packages and libraries, assigning a range of a color scale to a
range in the data is straightforward. Amongst all color dimensions, sat-
uration is often preferred because the reduction of color purity conveys
more intuitively the notion of degrading data quality or confidence
[31, 45]. Hue is also used [39, 55, 56] and rainbow scale is often cho-
sen to map ordinal uncertainty data up to seven levels—despite of its
lack of perceptual ordering [6]. For value, darker lines suggest more
certainty about an aspect of the underlying data. In this case, however,
the line width may need to be adjusted to preserve perceptibility [11].
More advanced color mapping techniques are also deployed including
whitening where white pixels are randomly placed or actual hue and
white are blended [25, 26, 37].

Amongst focus-based techniques, blur, which is defined as the
removal of high-frequency spatial detail from the information [10]
has widely been used to indicate fuzziness and ambiguity in the
data [7, 9, 18, 31]. For example, Bisantz et al. [5] applied blur to a
set of airplane symbols to provide decision makers with a fast way to
understand the level and uncertainty of a given threat. Gershon [19]
used blurred versions of images in an animation loop from focused
to blurry (or the inverse) to draw users’ attention to uncertain objects.
Kosara et al. [27] described their ‘semantic depth of field’ technique
that uses blur to de-emphasize objects of less importance in the scene
(de-emphasis of objects that are less important can also be achieved us-
ing transparency; e. g., Correa et al. [13] map uncertainty to both size
and transparency). We use blur as one visual variable in our evaluation
and compare it to others like sketchiness, dashing, and value.

Modifying the geometry of line marks can be a powerful way to con-
vey uncertainty. For instance, Griethe and Schumann [22] argue that
“wavy or dotted lines could convey less trusted relationships.” Simi-
larly, Strothotte et al. [47] show how sketch-like renditions (and the use
of transparency) can express the uncertainty in archaeological recon-
structions. The domain of NPR also proposed many geometry-based
rendering techniques to convey uncertainty as described above. Using
drawing primitives from NPR, Pang [35] used gaps in contour lines
of geographic maps to encode uncertainty such that larger gaps in the
contour line encode an increased uncertainty. In the related area of
oceanography, Osorio et al. [2] also augmented contour visualizations
using uncertainty bands that indicate different possible locations of a
contour line. Luboschik et al. [30] suggested the use of dashed and
wavy lines to show uncertainty in parallel coordinates. In the context
of maritime situational awareness, Matthews et al. [33] depict the time-
liness and quality of sensor information using icon borders—solid or
broken. More relevant to our work, however, is the distorted annota-
tion technique by Cedilnik and Rheingans [11] who distort grid lines
proportionally to the amount of uncertainty in the data. Similar to our
approach for sketchiness, Cedilnik and Rheingans map the amplitude
of line distortion to the amount of uncertainty in the data. Our method,
however, does not separate the data from the uncertainty depiction be-

cause the affected lines themselves are data carriers in our case.

2.3 Perceptual Studies and User Evaluations

Several perceptual studies and user evaluations have examined the gen-
eral application of visual variables in visualizations. It is established
that color is a powerful dimension to indicate data quality in general
[28, 31]. Specifically for the context of multidimensional data visu-
alization, Xie et al. [55] found that hue has stronger capacity to con-
vey quality information for parallel coordinates than brightness or line
width—even for large datasets. Color, however, may suffer from the
lack of an intuitive order. MacEachren [31] showed, for example, that
subjects cannot spontaneously order colors into a legend arrangement
for bi-variate choropleth maps but that they can recognize order in
that arrangement. The question of user preference is also pertinent
to the problem of uncertainty visualization; in a user opinion survey
conducted by Gerharz et al. [18] in the context of geographical infor-
mation systems, people disliked whitening [26] to convey uncertainty.
The authors argue that the principle of whitening is easy to understand
but getting detail information from it is difficult. Li et al. [29] investi-
gated the issue of scale for uncertainty visualization for astrophysical
data and used a unified color scheme to represent log-scale distances
and percentage errors. They found that participants were able to de-
termine the amount of uncertainty using colors with 96.7% success
rate. Similarly to the findings by Gerharz et al. [18], however, access
to detail was difficult especially for neighboring color ranges.

Blur as an example of a focus-based uncertainty visualization tech-
nique is a well-studied visual variable in domains that go beyond in-
formation visualization (e. g., [23, 51]). Kosara et al.’s [27] evalua-
tion of the previously mentioned ‘semantic depth of field’ specifically
examined people’s ability to read absolute blur levels. Their results
show that participants can distinguish between different blur levels
with good accuracy but cannot quantify this difference nor identify
objects of the same blurriness. Kosara et al. thus concluded that blur
can guide attention but is hard to quantify and thus may not be recom-
mended for showing quantitative uncertainty. Moreover, Kosara et al.
found that participants disliked looking at blurred objects. These re-
sults motivate our work in which we examine whether blur is effective
in communicating qualitative uncertainty information.

Few quantitative evaluations exist for geometry-based methods.
One exception is the work by Matthews et al. [33] who found that—in
visual search tasks on maps where latency of information is indicated
either by color hue (green or gold) or border style (solid or broken)—
search time was faster with border style than with the color format.

More generally, the choice of which uncertainty visualization
method to pick may be task-dependent [40]. Evaluating uncertainty
depiction techniques for information visualization applications in gen-
eral is thus challenging. For example, MacEachren [31] states that
“for exploratory applications, where there is no predetermined mes-
sage to communicate, we can not judge uncertainty depictions using
communication effectiveness standards. We can only evaluate these
depictions in terms of how they alter decision making, pattern recogni-
tion, hypothesis generation, or policy decisions.” Zuk and Carpendale
[57] presented a set of heuristics for uncertainty visualization evalu-
ations and stressed the need for more research in human factors and
perception. We are inspired by this call for action and conduct a com-
parative study between four popular visual variables traditionally used
to visualize uncertainty including methods from the three described
categories. For color-based methods we use the visual variable value
(i. e., grayscale), for focus-based techniques we examine blur, and for
geometry-based techniques we selected dashing and sketchiness. To
our knowledge, there has not been a formal comparative evaluation of
the use of the mentioned visual variables to facilitate an easier reading
of uncertainty in visualizations that rely on line primitives. Sanyal et
al.’s [40] comparative study for 1D and 2D data comes close to ours,
but they evaluated different visualization methods (error bars, size of
glyphs, color-mapping on glyphs, and color-mapping on data surface),
and tested for different user-study tasks (search and count). To enable
our evaluation of the selected variables we first describe in the next sec-
tion how to mimic hand-drawn trajectories to be able to create sketchy



Fig. 1. An eight-year-old drawing data sheet (traced with her left hand).

Fig. 2. Examples of unfolded hand-drawn strokes which we ranked by
their average deviation (in mm) from their target shapes.

lines, before detailing our study.

3 MIMICKING HAND-DRAWN TRAJECTORIES

To to be able to synthesize lines that mimic hand-drawn ones we first
studied characteristics of hand-drawn strokes collected using an Ano-
to pen. We asked 20 people whose ages ranged from five to 47 years
(mean of 27.0 years) to trace six different shapes (see dashed blue lines
in Fig. 1); each participant first drew with their dominant and later with
their non-dominant hand to ensure variations in drawing proficiency.
There was no time limit set for the task but participants were instructed
to draw as they would normally but they should aim for good accuracy.
To facilitate this task, we asked participants to stay within the enclos-
ing red boxes in Fig. 1. In total, we collected 204 hand-drawn shapes.
With the exception of one person, none of our volunteers had a formal
drawing training experience.

Our hypothesis was that drawing proficiency can be determined by
examining the average deviations of the drawn path from the tem-
plate path. A quick visual inspection showed that, indeed, the sub-
jectively more proficient-looking drawings deviated less from the tem-
plate shapes. Fig. 2 shows examples of unfolded hand-drawn shapes,
ranked by their average deviation from the target shapes. Within the set
of hand-drawn strokes we collected, the average deviations per stroke
ranged from 0.55 mm to 6.04 mm (which corresponds to 2.08–22.82
pixels at 96 ppi screen resolution). An error distribution analysis of all
stroke control point deviations (signed) showed a normal distribution
with a mean of 0.36 mm and a standard deviation of 2.08 mm (min:
−13 mm; max: 18 mm). We decided to use the average deviation from
a straight line as our way to map levels of uncertainty in data.

Mimicking hand-drawn lines, of course, requires a generative
model of hand movement. Flash and Hogan [17] described such a
model for straight lines, based on minimizing jerk during a stroke from
p0 = [x0,y0] to p1 = [x1,y1], jerk being the derivative of acceleration.
At time t, the model (improved by AlMeraj et al. [3]) generates a point:

x(t) = x0 +(x0 − x1)(15τ
4 −6τ

5 −10τ
3)+D

y(t) = y0 +(y0 − y1)(15τ
4 −6τ

5 −10τ
3)+D (1)

with τ = t
t f

, t f being the time of the end of the stroke, and D a random

value in a specified (pixel) range—D adding squiggliness to the line.
AlMeraj et al. [3] empirically defined the time sampling parame-

ter δ t according to the length of the desired line: δ t = 0.5s for lines
shorter than 200 pixels, δ t = 0.3s for lines of 200–400 pixels, and
δ t = 0.2s for lines longer than 400 pixels. They also fixed t f = 2s and
D within [−5,5] pixels range based on empirical evidence. Using these
parameters in Equation 1 yields multiple points that are connected us-
ing a smoothing spline.

3.1 Generating Levels for Sketchiness

Our method to produce sketchy lines takes a number of control points
generated by the Flash and Hogan model and a value for D, our sketch-
iness parameter, to produce deviations within [−20,20] pixels. This

Fig. 3. Ranges (in pixel) of sketchiness used in the study for the mean-
biased [A] and the max-biased [B] variants.

range corresponds roughly to the average stroke deviation range we
observed from hand-drawn strokes (where the top range of deviation
was 22.83 pixels). Since we are essentially adding noise to straight
lines to produce sketchy lines that are consistently perceived by view-
ers as belonging to the same level, we make sure that the mean devia-
tion stays faithful to the input D value. To achieve this correspondence
we sample values from a normal distribution where the mean is set to
D and the standard deviation is set empirically to D/6. For our studies,
we produced sketchy lines where the difference between D value and
actual mean is less than 0.1 pixels. This approach can be described as
being mean-biased.

An alternative strategy to generate levels consistently, described as
max-biased, is to use the maximum deviation. We sample values for
the D parameter from a normal distribution where the mean is equal
to 0 and the standard deviation is equal to D. In addition, we add a
constraint whereby D values outside [−20,20] pixels are not allowed.

Fig. 3 shows five major levels as generated by the two methods. As
D grows, lines under the mean-biased condition get more undulated in
order to preserve the overall mean value, whereas sketchy lines under
the max-biased condition overall have a more flat appearance with the
exception of a few peaks.

We conducted a between-subjects pilot study to compare the two
variations. The pilot was identical in setup to the levels study in Sec-
tion 6.2 and was carried out in two parts. First, participants were
shown one line representing the maximum magnitude for max-biased
sketchiness (100% our modulus) as well as a stimulus line that they
had to express as a percentage of the modulus. Second, a similar
prompt was presented for the mean-biased variation. Results from
20 participants (10 per variant) were analyzed and a mean error com-
parison of the two variations showed that the max-biased variation re-
sulted in smaller errors in the perception of the sketchiness level than
the mean-biased variation, and thus we used the former in our studies.

3.2 Assessing Generated Sketchiness Quality

We conducted an online study with 40 participants to determine if peo-
ple are able to tell the generated lines (using the max-biased approach)
apart from hand-drawn ones. The details of our general study setup
are reported in Section 4.2.

We selected 45 samples from our library of hand-drawn strokes of
three shapes (hexagons, rounded rectangles, triangles) from a devia-
tion range between 0.9 mm and 4.9 mm (within the range we observed
in real strokes), and generated the same shapes using the generative
model (Fig. 4). For the hand-drawn condition we selected shapes with
complete outlines and no noticeable variations in width or overshoots
in corners (as much as possible). For the sketchy shapes, we varied
D within [0.4,10] pixels to obtain different sketchiness levels. Our hy-
pothesis was that people cannot tell computer- from human-generated
shapes apart for D values of up to 6 pixels . This hypothesis is based
on our own subjective observations that shapes start to look synthetic
at D ≈ 6: for larger D values, corners start to loose their shape and
knots start to appear, something that is not associated with hand-drawn
strokes. The null hypothesis was, thus, for a given sketchiness D, par-
ticipants will be unable to distinguish machine-generated strokes from
human-made ones (i. e., selecting the right answer 50% of the time).

The results of the online study show that, overall, 60% of the com-
puter-generated shapes were identified as hand-drawn ones, and 71%
of the real hand-drawn shapes were correctly identified as such. A



Fig. 4. Examples of hand-drawn (odd-numbered) and generated (even-
numbered) shapes: each two variants have similar average deviation.

Fig. 5. Ranges of levels for the four visual variables used in our study
(excluding minima).

one-tailed non-parametric Bionomial test rejected the null hypothesis
(p< .0001), showing that participants were significantly more likely to
think the computer-generated lines were human-made (thus the effect
was not due to chance). Nevertheless, we did not find an effect of
sketchiness level, indicating that regardless of D (i. e., even with the
highest level of sketchiness tested) participants were still more likely
to perceive the shapes generated by our algorithm as hand-drawn.

4 USER STUDIES: DESIGN GOALS AND REQUIREMENTS

Using our results from mimicking sketchy lines based on empirically
determined parameters, we can now pursue our main objective: in-
vestigate whether sketchiness can be used as a visual variable to en-
code qualitative uncertainty data in information visualization. For this
purpose we compared sketchiness to popular uncertainty visualization
techniques with respect to three criteria: intuitiveness, accuracy, and
subjective user preference. For intuitiveness, we wanted to investigate
if and to what extent people associate sketchiness (and the other vari-
ables) to uncertainty. For accuracy, we wanted to investigate how accu-
rately people can read values from uncertain line marks (characterized
by the use of blur, dashing, grayscale, and blur) and the number of
distinctly perceivable levels for each technique. Finally, we wanted to
study which technique would be preferred by participants to encode
uncertainty.

4.1 Generating Levels for Blur, Dashing, and Grayscale

We generated all blurred, dashed, and grayscale lines using the GNU
Image Manipulation Program (GIMP). We generated 20 levels per vi-
sual variable; each line was 400 pixels long, three pixels wide, and
used black except for the grayscale case. Fig. 5 shows the minimum
and maximum levels for each visual variable (excluding minima).

For blur, we used a Gaussian filter for which we varied the horizon-
tal and vertical blur radius in equal amounts from 1 to 20 pixels. For
dashing, we selected a style where the dash/gap length grows propor-
tionally with each consecutive level. The minimum dash/gap size was
set to 3 pixels and the maximum to 60 pixels. For grayscale, we par-
titioned a linear grayscale from 4% up to value 90% into 20 discrete
levels from black to white since an increase in whiteness may be seen
as an increase in uncertainty in the data [26]. As described in Sec-
tion 3, the 20 levels for sketchiness were produced using max-biased
generation, with D ∈ [−20,20].

4.2 Setup of the Studies

Our studies were conducted on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), in-
spired by previous graphical perception experiments [24]. In total, we
deployed seven experiments and participants in one study could not
take part in any of the other ones. We had 1176 participants in total,
and subjects were paid on average $ 0.34 per Human Intelligence Task
(HIT). To ensure that our sample participant size was representative of
the general participant pool, we conducted our studies in increments
(three to five blocks). For each block we calculated the mean of what

we are measuring (e. g., user subjective preference per technique) and
stopped the experiment after we noted stabilization (i. e., discrepancies
in mean values consistently inferior to 10%). This sampling procedure
was followed throughout our experiments. Given the simple nature of
the perceptual studies we were carrying out, no qualification tests were
required to complete our HITs. In accordance with AMT guidelines,
however, only workers with 95% or more HIT approval rate were al-
lowed to participate. Furthermore, we dismissed work were the par-
ticipant’s written language was poor, indicating a possible language
barrier affecting comprehension. Finally, for verification purposes, we
included an unrelated answer when presenting workers with a list of
options (for studies in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3). Workers were not
paid for HITs where they picked the control answer and their data was
not included in the analysis.

5 ON THE QUESTION OF INTUITIVENESS

The question of whether people intuitively associate sketchiness with
uncertainty is pertinent to our evaluation of sketchiness as a visual
variable. We define intuitiveness as the spontaneous association be-
tween signifier and signified: signifier being sketchiness and signified
being uncertainty. If we find that there exists a spontaneous associa-
tion between the two we could hypothesize that people can intuitively
associate sketchiness with uncertainty. In that case they do not need to
consult a legend to identify the meaning of the visual variable. Note
that at this stage we are interested in the meaning associated with the
representation—that it is uncertain data—and not its perceived mag-
nitude, i. e., how uncertain it is. We, thus, conduced a study to ex-
amine the intuitiveness of sketchiness as a visual variable for uncer-
tainty. This study was conducted in three parts. Each participant only
completed one of the three parts, and each part was conducted as a
between-subjects experiment.

In Part I, participants were shown visualization scenarios that in-
cluded sketchiness and were asked in an open-ended question to ex-
plain the meaning of sketchiness. Their answers were then used to es-
tablish the main categories of interpretations that people spontaneously
associate to sketchiness and allowed us to examine whether uncer-
tainty is prominent among them. In Part II we ran a similar study,
but participants were presented with a closed list of possible interpreta-
tions for sketchiness (multiple choice), established based on the results
of Part I. The goal of Part II was to check if the extent of this associ-
ation changes with the introduction of limited alternatives. In Part III
we compared sketchiness to blur—a visual variable that is highly re-
garded in the literature as being congruent with uncertainty depiction
[11, 31, 45]—using the same closed list of categories as in Part II. This
list was general enough to apply to both visual variables.

For this series of studies, and based on our own experience and
observations from related work, we hypothesized that:

H1 People are likely to spontaneously associate sketchiness to uncer-
tainty in the data.

H2 People are more likely to associate sketchiness to uncertainty for
abstract contexts (e. g., hierarchy) than for non-abstract contexts
(e. g., map) where geometry already has an inherent meaning.

H3 Participants are more likely to associate blur with uncertainty than
they are to associate sketchiness with uncertainty.

5.1 Part I: Sketchiness

Scenarios. We asked people to look at different visualizations with
lines as a major visual feature and to interpret what sketchy lines mean
to them. We designed six different scenarios, the first four being ab-
stract contexts (Fig. 6) and the last two being non-abstract contexts
(Fig. 7): (S1) a bar chart where sketchy lines were applied to the con-
tours of some of the bars, (S2) a family tree where sketchiness was ap-
plied to some connections between parents and children, (S3) a social
network graph where sketchiness was applied to certain connections
between nodes (i. e., to relationships between two connected people),
(S4) a Venn diagram where sketchy outlines were applied to (parts of)
the outlines of some ellipsoids that indicate set memberships, (S5) a



(a) (S1) Bar chart. (b) (S2) Family tree.

(c) (S3) Social network. (d) (S4) Venn diagram.

Fig. 6. The four abstract scenarios used in the study.

(a) (S5) Rail network map. (b) (S6) Utility map.

Fig. 7. The two non-abstract scenarios used in the study.

rail network where sketchiness was applied to some of the links be-
tween two train stations, and (S6) a utility map where sketchiness was
applied to line representations of some buried assets.

For each scenario we generated five image variations, changing
the percentage of lines in the visualization that were represented as
sketchy (between 10% to 50% of all lines in the visualizations). The
sketchy lines themselves were hand-drawn with an Anoto pen. Partici-
pants only saw one variation of each scenario.

Participants, Study Design, and Procedure. 210 participants took
part in this study. Participants were split into six groups of 35 people.
Each group was exposed to one of the different scenarios described
above and each participant in the group saw a single variation of the
scenario. Participants were first introduced to the task, provided with
a short scenario description, and then presented with an image as de-
scribed above. We asked participants to type two different interpre-
tations into a text box stating what these lines convey to them. We
highlighted each of the sketchy lines in question using a red arrow.
Overall, our experiment consisted of:

6 scenarios
× 35 participants per scenario
= 210 trials in total

After discarding entries that obviously did not represent an interpreta-
tion (e. g., jokes, unrelated answers) [52], we could analyze a total of
180 trials, 30 for each scenario.

Results. We carried a qualitative evaluation of the results; one of
the authors coded all interpretations; then a second author indepen-
dently encoded 40% of the total number of interpretations. The con-
cordance rate between the two encoders was around 74%. Coding con-
flicts were resolved and we were able to identify six major categories
of interpretations for sketchiness as given below with their association
rate (derived using the mean for both interpretations combined). In

contrast to what we stated in our first hypothesis H1, we found that
only 11.7% of people associate sketchiness to uncertainty, less than
we expected. However, we found no effect between the amount of
sketchy lines in an image and the number of interpretations that associ-
ated it with uncertainty. The results for all categories are listed below.

• Alternative (36.7%): a different relation from what is conveyed
by a straight line, which includes ‘geometry’ where sketchiness
is attributed to the actual shape of the displayed feature.

• Qualitative (23.3%): the same relation as for a straight line but
with emphasis on a particular quality other than uncertainty. Of-
ten, this was a negative quality.

• Ignore (13.9%): the exact same relation as for straight lines (no
added information).

• Uncertainty (11.7%): all data quality descriptors that are related
linguistically to the term uncertainty such as ambiguity, vague-
ness, impreciseness, doubt, or unreliability.

• Style (10.0%): intended drawing style; e. g., to draw attention to
a particular part of the image.

• Glitch (4.4%): unintended style; i. e., human or computer error.

It was interesting that some participants did not spontaneously asso-
ciate any semantic meaning with sketchiness (i. e., the ‘ignore’ cate-
gory above). Because we were interested in meaningful interpretations,
however, we decided to exclude this category from the list for the next
two primed studies and thus to only use the remaining five categories.

5.2 Part II: Primed Sketchiness

Similar to Part I of the study in Section 5.1, we asked people to look
at a line drawing and interpret what the sketchy line might mean. We
provided participants with the five-category list established above, fur-
ther adapted for sketchiness abstract (SA) and non-abstract contexts
(SNA) as described below.

Participants, Study Design, and Procedure. 168 participants took
part in this study, adopting a between-subjects design. The design
of the study was identical to the study in Part I, with the exceptions
that we asked participants to pick an interpretation from the provided
list of options that we adapted to include the ‘geometry’ category for
SNA contexts S5 and S6. Note that, rather than the general category
names, we provided specific example interpretations that were repeat-
edly given by participants in Part I. For instance, for the ‘geometry’
category in scenario S5 we gave ‘crooked or un-smooth train tracks’
as the corresponding possible interpretation. Thus overall we had:

6 scenarios
× 28 participants per scenario
= 168 trials in total (1/3 for SNA scenarios)

Results. Overall, people attributed sketchiness first to style (36.3%)
and then to uncertainty (22.0%), showing an increase for uncertainty
under the closed list condition. The next category scores, in decreas-
ing order, were qualitative (13.69%), alternative (12.50%), geometry
(10.12%), and glitch (5.36%). Separating SA and SNA scenarios, we
found an important difference: in agreement with our hypothesis H2,
28.6% of participants under the SA condition attributed sketchiness to
uncertainty in comparison to only 8.9% for the SNA condition. This
may have implications on the type of visualization context for which
sketchiness is more intuitive as a visual indicator of uncertainty.

5.3 Part III: Primed Blur

We replicated the previous study (Part II) for the blur visual variable,
therefore the tasks are the same as in Section 5.2.

Participants, Study Design, and Procedure. 168 participants took
part in this study, adopting a between-subjects design. Participants
were split into six groups with 28 people per group. Each group was
exposed to one of the different scenarios S1–S6. Participants were



first introduced to the task, were given a short description of the sce-
nario, and were then presented with an image in which we had applied
a Gaussian blur to one line (as outlined in Section 4). We asked par-
ticipants to pick a single interpretation from the five-category list in
Section 5.1. We highlighted the blurred line in question using a red
arrow each time. Thus overall our experiment consisted of:

6 scenarios
× 28 participants per scenario
= 168 trials in total (1/3 for non-abstract scenarios)

Results. Overall, people attributed blur mostly to style (26.2%),
similar to the results for sketchiness. The second-most frequent at-
tribution was a qualitative measure (23.8%) and only the third-most
frequent one was uncertainty (22.6%). The least frequent attributions
for blur were alternative (17.26 %) and glitch (10.12 %). Therefore,
contrary to our hypothesis H3, sketchiness appears to be as intuitive as
blur for the tested categories.

6 ON THE QUESTION OF PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

After having established that sketchiness is just as associated with un-
certainty as blur, we can now investigate the practical aspects of using
sketchiness for this purpose, or as a visual variable in information visu-
alizations in general. More specifically, we are interested in determin-
ing if we can express a scale using sketchiness as accurately as when
using one of the other three visual variables traditionally used to repre-
sent uncertainty (blur, grayscale, and dashing). We thus compare the
four techniques with respect to: (i) how close their perceived values
are to the actual visual variable value; (ii) how many distinct levels
can be identified by participants for each technique to use them in or-
dinal scales; and in (iii) whether the perception of these techniques
follows previous models that express this perception mathematically.

6.1 Hypotheses

Based on our experience and observations from related work, we hy-
pothesized that a few discrete levels of line sketchiness can be per-
ceived but that people cannot accurately quantify the amount of sketch-
iness applied to a line. This led to the following hypotheses:

H4 Overall, people cannot accurately estimate the exact level for all
techniques (sketchiness, blur, grayscale, and dashing), but this
perception error will be different between techniques.

H5 People can discriminate between at least three levels of sketchi-
ness but more levels for the remaining techniques.

H6 We can express the relationship between reported and actual lev-
els for all visual encoding techniques (including sketchiness) us-
ing a mathematical model.

6.2 Task

To assess the visual perception of the techniques we conducted a study
with tasks from psychophysics, the domain that focuses on measuring
relationships between perceived and actual properties of visual objects
[20, 50]. Of the methods that help assess a viewer’s visual perception
of an object compared to its subjectively experienced magnitude, nu-
meric estimation methods are most relevant to our research and have
been frequently used in in the past (e. g., [20, 50]). Participants are
shown a standard modulus object with an assigned value (e. g., 100%
sketchiness) and are then asked to assess a second object (the stimulus)
and assign it a value based on the modulus (e. g., a percentage).

In our study, participants were shown one line representing the max-
imum magnitude for the specific visual variable technique (100% our
modulus) as well as a stimulus line that they had to express as a percent-
age of the modulus. We used the previously generated 20 magnitude
levels for stimulus lines for all our visual variables. These 20 stimulus
levels correspond to 5–100% of the modulus object. Participants were
also shown a line representing the minimum (0%) for the technique
which, for all techniques, was a three-pixel-wide straight black line.

Fig. 8. The user interface for the sketchiness levels study showing the
instructions and legend (left) and a magnitude estimation task (right).

6.3 Participants, Study Design and Procedure

160 participants took part in this study. A mixed factorial design was
used: the visual variable was treated as a between-subjects factor and
the level was treated as a within-subjects factor. Participants were split
into four groups of equal sizes. Each group was exposed to a different
visual variable and each participant conducted magnitude estimation
tasks for all levels using that technique.

Participants were first introduced to the task. They were then pre-
sented with lines of different levels of their respective visual variable
and were asked to mark on a scale from 0% to 100% how sketchy,
for instance, each line was with respect to the maximum modulus line
which was always visible (Fig. 8 for an example HIT). The order of
presentation of the different levels was randomized across participants
and techniques. We tested a total of 21 levels per technique (including
level zero). Our experiment thus consisted of:

4 techniques (dashing, blur, grayscale, and sketchiness)
× 21 magnitude levels (including level zero)
× 40 participants per technique
= 3360 trials in total

To balance our data, we conducted our level experiments in four
steps; we ensured we had 40 completed and valid HITs for one visual
variable before progressing to testing the next visual variable.

6.4 Results

The metrics used in our analysis were the absolute perception error
AbsErr and the perceived magnitude level PerMag of a line. As
done by similar magnitude estimation studies (e. g., [12]) we define
AbsErr as the absolute difference between the true percent of the
stimulus compared to the modulus and the reported estimation per-
cent |reported level − true level|. Absolute magnitude errors have
a skewed distribution and, as suggested by Cleveland and McGill [12],
we normalize it by using the log variation of this metric for our analysis

log2(
1
8 +AbsErr). The means reported here are before normalization.

Trials were marked as outliers when metrics were beyond two stan-
dard deviations from the mean for a given technique and level. 161
trials (5% of all trials) were identified as outliers and removed from fur-
ther analysis. We performed an ANOVA and post-hoc pair-wise mean
comparison p-values are adjusted using the Bonferroni criterion.

6.4.1 Perception Error

We first examined how closely participants came to predicting the real
level value for each technique, conducting an analysis on AbsErr. The
overall AbsErr was higher for sketchiness (16.6%), followed by dash-
ing (13.2%), blur (12.7%), and grayscale (12.3%).

AbsErr increased steadily from 5% to 20% overall as we increased
the level up to 11 (half of maximum magnitude). Then we observed
a steady decrease in error for all techniques from 20% to 15% for
level 19, and almost 5% in level 20. The ANOVA showed that
the main effect of technique on AbsErr was statistically significant
(F3,156 = 4.890, p< .01). A significant interaction effect between tech-
nique and level was also present (F60,3120 = 6.364, p< .001). Post-hoc
comparisons showed that level predictions with sketchiness were sig-
nificantly further from the true values than for the other techniques,
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(a) Real vs. estimated blur.
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(b) Real vs. estimated dashing.
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(c) Real vs. estimated grayscale.
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(d) Real vs. estimated sketchiness.

Fig. 9. Real vs. estimated visual variables (red cirles for distinct levels; error bars represent one standard deviation).

but this was true only after level ten, with no difference between tech-
niques for levels up to ten (all p < .05). This evidence supports H4.

6.4.2 Level Groupings per Technique

We then tried to determine for each technique how many levels par-
ticipants can distinguish comfortably and which level values are good
candidates for an ordinal scale, assuming that our data are an accurate
representation of real perception effects for the different visual vari-
ables. We thus conducted the following exploratory analysis:

We first plotted the mean and standard deviation of the PerMag of
each level per technique (Fig. 9) and identified possible level values
that are distinguishable between them. We chose as candidates levels
that have similar standard deviations to their neighbors (to ensure we
select representative levels for their neighborhood). Starting from the
lower chosen level, we chose the next one such that the mean of the
first did not overlap with the mean and the standard deviation of the
next selected level, and so on. This process gave us initial estimates
for the number of levels that can be distinguished per visual variable
and the level value that corresponds to them (see Fig. 9(a)–(d) with the
distinct levels being highlighted).

We then ran an ANOVA to see what levels were significantly dif-
ferent with respect to their perceived magnitude PerMag. We plotted
the levels that are not significantly different on the matrices in Fig. 10
where gray squares indicate pairs of levels that were not significantly
different and risk being perceived as similar (and white pairs that are
significant). By inspecting these images of statistical results, we can
see visual clusters of levels whose mean values are similar and thus
should not all be used to represent two distinct levels. We ensured
that our chosen levels (in black in Fig. 10) fall under different such
visual clusters, to further supporting our level choices. In comparing
the four matrices for the different techniques, sketchiness appears to
have similar size groups but different structure especially towards the
mid-scale. This may be attributed to the slightly higher perception
error for sketchiness after level ten (as previously explained in Sec-
tion 6.4.1). Our ANOVA was conducted with visual variable treated
as a between-subjects variable and level as repeated measures. There
was a main effect of technique on AbsErr (F3,156 = 24.27, p < .0001)
and, more importantly for us, its interaction effect with level was also
significant (F60,3120 = 6.047, p < .0001), indicating that level percep-
tion was different between variables. A post-hoc comparison showed
levels that were clearly different in their perception from each visual
variable technique (all p < .05) and are seen in white in the matrices.

We then ran a hierarchical clustering algorithm across level means
for each visual variable to ensure that the levels we chose fall under
different clusters found by the algorithm (Table 1). This was indeed
the case, further supporting our level choices. Based on our generation
process, in Table 1 we propose levels that are clearly distinguishable by
technique. These levels are illustrated in Fig. 11. Indeed, at least three
(four counting the maximum sketchiness level) levels were identified
for sketchiness with four levels for blur and grayscale (supporting H5).

Finally, to further support our findings regarding the established lev-
els per technique, we ran a within-subjects study on AMT with 40
participants. The task was to ascendingly order lines by visual vari-
able level by assigning a suitable rank to each line (e. g., rank one for
the least blurry line and rank four for the most blurry). The order of
lines and techniques was randomized. Participants took on average

Levels Level Values (and their clusters)

blur 4 [0, 1, 2, 3] [4,5,6,7,8,9] [10,11,12,13,14,15] [16,17,18,19,20]

dashing 3 [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] [9,10,11,12, 13,14] [15,16,17,18,19,20]

grayscale 4 [0, 1, 2, 3] [4,5,6,7,8,9,10] [11,12,13,14,16,17] [18,19,20]

sketchiness 3–4 [0, 1, 2, 3,4,5,6,8,10] [7,9,11,12,13] [14,15,16,17,18,19] [20]

Table 1. Distinct levels, representative values and their clusters.
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(b) Dashing.
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(c) Grayscale.
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(d) Sketchiness.

Fig. 10. Black squares show our chosen representative levels, and gray
ones indicate levels that are not significantly different.

Fig. 11. Visual illustration of the established levels per technique.

126.3 seconds to complete all four parts of the study, where each part
corresponds to one visual variable. Our results show that participants
were able to recognize the correct order of levels (as established in Ta-
ble 1) for all techniques with great accuracy (100% for both blur and
grayscale, 95% for dashing and 90% for sketchiness). These results
provide further validation for our established levels per technique.

6.4.3 Mathematical Description of Perceived Techniques

Previous work has attempted to mathematically describe the dif-
ferences between physical and perceived magnitude of objects as
collected from user studies. One popular function describing this
difference is Stevens’ [43] power law: J = λDα , with J =
judged magnitude, D = actual magnitude, α = exponent, λ =
scaling constant. Wagner [50] provides a meta-analysis of articles re-
porting values for α collected under different conditions. To the best
of our knowledge, no conditions matched dashing, blur, or sketchiness;
nevertheless there are values for grayscale. Stevens and Galanter [44]
found an exponent of 1.2 for black-gray-white series. Given the pre-
vious discrepancies between the α varying across experiment setups
[50], we decided to mathematically describe the perceived magnitude
of all four different visual variables.



J = λDα Regression

λ α R2 Adjusted R2

blur 3.149 0.729 0.993 0.993
dashing 2.188 0.774 0.974 0.973
grayscale 3.819 0.649 0.958 0.955
sketchiness 0.601 1.031 0.916 0.912

Table 2. Relationships and regression results. All shown results are
statistically significant at the 99% level.

An initial curve fitting for the four techniques indicated that, indeed,
a power model best fits our data (for all visual variables their respec-
tive fits had R2 > .9, p < .0001). Using the parameter estimates from
the fit we conducted a detailed regression analysis on our data to ver-
ify the mathematical relationship. Regression analysis for each of the
techniques showed a very good fit (all R2 > .9 and all adjusted R2 > .9,
p< .0001), as hypothesized (H6). Our results and the used coefficients
are summarized in Table 2.

6.4.4 Discussion on Levels

We found that the perceived sketchiness is farther from the real value
of a level than for the other techniques, but not by much (4%). This
prediction error varied across techniques and was always > 10%. This
value is somewhat large and can be too prohibiting if participants at-
tempt to accurately retrieve values from the visual representations of
these techniques in real life applications (H4). We thus believe that all
techniques should be used for ordinal scales but not for value retrieval.

As in previous studies, our perceived variables can be mathemati-
cally modeled using a power law (H6). The fact that our coefficients
do not match others on grayscale as reported by Wagner [50] can be
attributed to differences in study setups (as is often the case for percep-
tion experiments). An interesting observation is that the perception of
sketchiness is fairly close to linear. This could be explained by our gen-
eration model that defines a sketchiness level based on the maximum
distortion, as opposed to an average distortion across a line.

Using exploratory methods we were able to identify distinct levels
for each of the visual variables (at least three for sketchiness—H5).
We note that our selection is somewhat conservative. We base our
selection on data that assume that each of the selected levels will be
compared independently with the min/max values (e. g., when seeing
a sketchy line in a visualization the user will immediately be able to
determine if it indicates low, medium, or high uncertainty). Never-
theless, if viewers are presented with visual representations of other
levels (e. g., comparing the sketchiness between two lines in a visual-
ization, or between a line and a legend), it is possible they will be able
to distinguish even more levels. This requires further investigation.

7 ON THE QUESTION OF PREFERENCE

One issue that still needs to be investigated is which techniques are
preferred by people for visualizing uncertainty. Based on our own
results from the intuitiveness study in Section 5 and also based on
related work (notably on blur [27]) we had the following hypothesis:

H7 People prefer sketchiness to blur; but dashing and grayscale may
be preferred overall due to people’s familiarity with these styles.

7.1 Task

To judge people’s preference about uncertainty encoding we asked par-
ticipants to select one of four visual styles—blur, dashing, grayscale,
or sketchiness—in a visualization scenario. To motivate participants
into thinking about their choice and to avoid random answers we asked
participants to justify their choice.

7.2 Participants, Study Design and Procedure

129 people participated in this study, using a between-subjects design.
Participants were split into six groups of equal size. Each group was
exposed to one of the six different scenarios from our first study (Sec-
tion 5). Participants were first introduced to the task, and a short de-
scription of the scenario was given. They were then presented with

four side-by-side versions of the same image which only differed in
the rendering of a single line (depicted using blur, dashing, grayscale,
or sketchiness). All values of the visual variables were selected from
the middle ranges for consistency. Participants were informed that the
study is about comparing different styles to show uncertainty using the
aforementioned visual variables. They were asked to choose their pre-
ferred style and were requested to justify this choice. We highlighted
the uncertain line in question with a red arrow in each image.

Overall our experiment consisted of:

6 scenarios
× 32 participants per scenario
= 192 trials in total

7.3 Results

We ran our study in batches of 48 trials. For each batch we calculated
the mean for each visual variable. After the third batch the means sta-
bilized. Our results show that dashing is the preferred style for the par-
ticipants (chosen by 68.3%), in agreement with our hypothesis (H7).
However, blur (chosen by 15.10%) did better than both grayscale (cho-
sen by 12.5%) and sketchiness (chosen by 3.12%).

We were able to process comments from 155 participants (80.7%
of the responses). A closer look at their comments shows that the pri-
mary reason for preferring dashing over the other visual variables was
‘noticeability’ as participants valued the ability to easily distinguish
between data and uncertainty (26.5% of our participants), whilst blur
was chosen because it was regarded as congruent to what uncertainty
conveys in terms of vagueness and reduced precision (4.5% of our par-
ticipants). Those who preferred grayscale did so because they deemed
it easy to understand (2% of our participants).

We only had four comments on the use of sketchiness, two of which
argued that it is an intuitive way to represent instability in the data.
More interesting, and which may explain the low preference score for
sketchiness, are comments by participants who argued against the use
of sketchiness. The primary reason for this seems to be that sketchiness
tends to imply a disliked notion of ‘unprofessionalism’ or informal-
ity. Some participants thus disregarded it as a standard visual variable
(4.5%). This highlights the need for paying attention to the context in
which sketchiness is applied as a visual variable to denote uncertainty.
We note that abstract and non-abstract contexts did not show differ-
ent results in terms of user preference. Application contexts however
may be a more influential factor in terms of impact on user subjective
influence as will be discussed in the next section.

8 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have reported on seven user studies to investigate the
appropriateness of using sketchiness as a dedicated visual variable for
depicting uncertainty. We started by studying characteristics of col-
lected hand-drawn strokes. Findings from this evaluation and existing
work on a generative model of hand movement fed into our method for
synthesizing sketchy lines that mimic stroke characteristics of hand-
drawn lines. Our mapping for uncertainty depiction consists of vary-
ing the amount of pixel deviations from a straight line in accordance to
the amount of uncertainty in the data. An online study using Amazon
Mechanical Turk provided evidence that lines generated by our model
were significantly more often thought to be handwritten than not.

8.1 Sketchiness as a Visual Variable

We then investigated whether sketchiness is an appropriate visualiza-
tion technique for representing uncertainty. The three questions we
attempted to answer were:

(a) Can people intuitively understand sketchiness as an indicator
of uncertainty? In a series of studies we found that if users are asked
what a sketchy line represents, their most common reaction is that it is
associated with a different semantic relation from what is conveyed by
a straight line (other than uncertainty). When given a multiple choice
of possible explanations for sketchiness, the number of people who as-
sociated sketchiness with uncertainty almost doubled. This was lower



than expected; nevertheless, a similar study showed a very similar ef-
fect for blur, a visual variable which is traditionally associated with
uncertainty in visualizations. Thus, although for the majority of peo-
ple sketchiness was not associated with uncertainty, we feel that given
a legend, sketchiness is a viable alternative to other visualization tech-
niques such as blur, dashing, or grayscale, which can now be used to
represent other types of information in the data.

(b) Is sketchiness as effective for depicting uncertain information
as the other visualization techniques? Our results were encouraging
for practically applying sketchiness as a visual variable to information
visualizations. We compared sketchiness with other visual variables
in a magnitude estimation task (it is very common in information vi-
sualization, e. g., to compare a given object to a legend). Our studies
showed that sketchiness was only slightly more error-prone than other
techniques. In fact, none of the techniques was very accurately per-
ceived. This indicates that none of them is particularly well suited for
true value retrieval, and the common practice of using them in small
ordinal scales of uncertainty is indeed a sound one. Our mathematical
model for predicting all visual variables indicates that this error is pre-
dictable for all techniques (including sketchiness). To help uncertainty
visualization designers we proposed, based on our findings, a number
of levels for ordinal scales for each visual variable (three or four ex-
cluding maxima). The number of levels we identified and proposed
are close in number between sketchiness (three) and other techniques.
Our process for selecting levels is based on the assumption that esti-
mates are made when comparing to a maximal value object.

(c) Which method do people subjectively prefer? Sketchiness was
not the preferred visual variable to encode uncertainty (dashing was
preferred). Moreover, and in the context of our provided scenarios,
some participants commented negatively on the ‘informal’ and ‘unpro-
fessional’ look of sketchy lines. There are, however, some contexts
where informality is advantageous and thus where sketchiness may be
a more preferable choice such as for conveying initial design ideas
[42]. We thus conclude that sketchiness as a visual variable is a viable
additional choice for depicting uncertainty in ordinal data, but further
work is needed to investigate the appropriate visualization contexts
where it can be deployed.

8.2 Contexts and Design Guidelines

Translating our findings into guidelines, we recommend sketchiness
for conveying qualitative uncertainty on lines with certain caveats:

• for uncertainty depiction, sketchiness—as well as the other vari-
ables we studied—require a legend;

• sketchiness is as intuitive as blur;
• sketchiness is not suitable for spatial contexts such as maps to

indicate uncertainty, because changes in the geometry tend to be
perceived as related to the actual underlying spatial features;

• conversely, sketchiness is more appropriate in abstract contexts
such as hierarchies and diagrams where accurate readings of in-
termediate line points is not required, but not for line graphs for
instance where geometry is also perceived as related to values
change;

• sketchy lines with high perturbations occupy more space and
may increase clutter; therefore, sketchiness with many levels of
encoding may not be suitable for dense displays (the same ap-
plies for dashing);

• sketchiness—as well as the other variables we studied—can only
convey 3–4 levels reliably;

• sketchiness is perceived as informal; this may be desirable in
some contexts (e. g., when showcasing preliminary designs) and
less in others; and

• sketchiness is not the preferred encoding for uncertainty but is
acceptable unless the context requires formality.

8.3 Limitations and Future Work

We do not make the claim that our results are generalizable to all kinds
of sketchy lines; our notion of sketchiness is specifically defined by a
range of pixel deviations from a straight-line and implemented using a
sampling model that is max-biased. Other methods to generate sketchy

lines—for instance the mean-biased method—may yield different re-
sults notably for the number of levels that can be distinguished by the
viewer. Sketchiness is a promising technique and we hypothesize that
it can be extended beyond the tested deviation range to potentially sup-
port more levels.

To determine the number of levels that can be visually distinguish-
able we asked participants to carry out a low-level perceptual task. It
would be interesting to test for higher-level tasks such as search tasks
in various information visualization contexts; and to study the effect
of shape and area on the perception of the sketchiness level. Another
extension to this study would be to control for line width, especially
for dashing, where it is likely that both the length and width of the
line play a role in the perceptibility of its connectedness; and to add
repeated trials in order to show the stability of the perceived levels.

Finally, we focused in this paper on sketchiness as a visual variable
to encode uncertainty information; it would be interesting to inves-
tigate the link between sketchiness and engagement, in particular in
cases where informality is advantageous, such as for conveying ini-
tial design ideas. Such a more general look at sketchy rendering in
the context of information visualization has recently been carried out
[54] which looks beyond our focus on uncertainty and also investigates
higher-level tasks, indicating that indeed engagement is affected.
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